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The exchange waterflows circulating through the Strait of Gibraltar serve to balance the water
deficit and salt content of the Mediterranean sea, a semi-enclosed basin. Both the inflowing Atlantic
water and the outpouring Mediterranean layer might deliver a wide range of elements and compounds
either dissolved or attached to the floating paniculate matter. A better knowledge of the exchange
fluxes between the two basins would be helpful to track down the transport pathways and final fate of
a broad spectrum of natural and antrophogenic radionuclides.

In this paper total Pu and Po concentrations in the water column are presented as part of a
study to determine the exchange fluxes and overall budget of these selected nuclides within the
Atlantic and Mediterranean basins. Polonium is a natural radionuclide continously input to the sea via
atmospheric deposition from the radon existing in the air. Plutonium is a man-made radionuclide that
was mostly introduced in the atmosphere during the 60's nuclear testing . Since then, it has been
gradually dissapearing due to fallout and the banning of nuclear atmospheric explosions.

Sea water samples (not filtered) at different depths were collected in June 1997 at several
stations located on both sides of the Strait of Gibraltar, to determine the 239+240pu , 210po, and 210Pb
distribution profiles. The different water masses co-existing in this Strait were identified by
continously employing the CTD (conductivity and temperature detector). As a basic approach, the
Atlantic water salinity dropped below approximately 36.5 %o and the Mediterranean flow showed
salinity values above 37.5 %o.

Polonium-210 : Polonium was pre-concentrated in 20 liters water samples. Sea water was

acidified with concentrated HC1 (25%) to pH 1-2. The 2 0 9Po tracer and Pb and Co carriers were
added for later calculation of the chemical recovery and to form the complex (APDC-Co). Polonium
was scavenged from the water by quantitative co-precipitation with the chelate cobalt-ammonium
pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate (Co-APDC). After collection of the precipitate by filtering, the filters
were stored in plastic bags for later processing in the laboratory with standarised methodology [1].
The average chemical recovery for these samples was 98±6 (n=18).

Plutonium-239+240: Sea water samples of 110 liters were brought to pH 1-2 with 370 ml of

concentrated HC1 (25%), then the ^42pu tracer was added. The water was stirred during two hours to
achieve equilibrium between the tracer and the plutonium from the sample. Then, 1 g of Fe(EH) was
added and neutralized to pH= 8-9 with NaOH ( 20%) to favour the co-precipitation of plutonium
with the Fe(OH)3- The solution and precipitate were stored for 4-5 hours allowing the precipitate to

decant. The remaining solution was filtered in glass-filters. These filters were stored in plastic bags
for further analysis in CIEMAT laboratories with standarised methodology [2]. The average chemical
recovery for these samples was 64±6 (n=18)

Po and Pu concentrations results versus salinity are presented in Fig. 1. Total 239+24Opu

concentrations ranged from 8 to 14 mBq/m3 in the Atlantic waters. The lowest values were found on
the most western part of the Strait gradually increasing while crossing it eastwards. This variation
in activities had been previoulsy observed [3], with Pu concentrations ranging from 5-6 mBq/m3 on
the Atlantic part of the Strait, and from 8.5-16 mBq/m3 on the eastern section.
Mediterranean outflowing water shows concentrations ranging from 18-25 mBq/m3. These results are
slightly smaller than those obtained in the bibliography (16-35 mBq/m3) , but in a reasonable good
agreement [4]. Therefore, it could be suggested that inflowing Atlantic waters seem to be Pu-depleted,
whilts the Mediterranean layer appears to be Pu-enriched. Global fallout from atmospheric tests is the
source term of the measured Pu, as the mean ratio 238pu/239+240pu (0.08) indicates.
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210Po concentration values ranged from 1.0 to 1.9 Bq/m3 in inflowing Atlantic waters and from 0.4
to 0.9 Bq/m3 in outpouring Mediterranean flow. The Eastern part of the Strait shows lower Po
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FIG. 1. Pu and Po concentrations vs. salinity.

activities than the western section. Opposite to the results of Pu, Atlantic waters are enriched in this
radionuclide and Mediterranean waters are depleted. The upper layer formed by Atlantic water
receives recent atmosferic Rn inputs, meanwhile, the deeper Mediterranean water allows 210Po to
decay (T m= 22.16 years ) while moving downwards in the water column.
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